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The Grand Bath Chair

Interesting Facts:
Empress Eugenie was a headstrong, daring French aristocrat who loved horse-riding and physical sports
when she was young. She was once rescued from drowning, and twice attempted suicide after being
disappointed in love.
Then imagine what it would be like coming DOWN the slope, WITHOUT ANY BRAKES!
Don’t try this….its seriously dangerous!
Would you like to have ridden in a Bath Chair on the hills of Bath?
When just eleven Eugénie and her elder sister Paca briefly attended a
boarding school for girls on Royal York Crescent in Clifton, Bristol, to
learn English. Eugénie had red hair so was rather unkindly
nicknamed "Carrots". She tried to run away to India, but only got as
far as climbing on board a ship in Bristol docks!
The Museum’s Bath Chair was exhibited in the Great Exhibition in
London in 1851. Later a similar grand Chair was given by Prince
Albert to Eugénie, made especially ornate by James Heath of Bath.
Eugenie was still quite young when she received her gift, so let’s hope
she had a sense of humour!

Facts: What is a Bath Chair for?
They carried the sick from their lodgings to and from the spa, and the wealthy about their business in Bath,
especially older people.
They were popular because the occupant could steer themselves and so go wherever they chose.
For a time Bath was the foremost spa city in Europe and Bath Chairs quickly spread to continental spas,
indeed, modern versions are still in use at Lourdes.
The Bath Chair was popular and eventually superseded the two-man Sedan Chair, probably because it
only required one person, not two, saving on labour costs. Eventually wheel-chairs became cheaper so
were more widely used, and motorised invalid carriages superseded the Bath Chair for the wealthy.
Experiment:
Pushing a Bath Chair up Bath’s hills was hard work for the nurse or porter, and coming down was
dangerous for the occupant! Next time you are shopping in a supermarket with a full trolley feel how heavy
it is to push. Now imagine how difficult it would be to push the full trolley up a slope.

All Washed Up
Facts:
There are nearly 10,000 bottles in the Museum, that’s a lot of bottles! The sugar in Bowler’s mineral waters
stuck to the insides of his bottles, so when they were returned to his factory for re-filling they needed to be
washed inside, and quickly. Check out these three amazing machines.
This one takes twelve bottles placed upside down in brass ‘trumpets’. The wooden handle in the
foreground was depressed to open a valve and allow hot
water to squirt up inside all twelve at once.
Any persistent dirt could be dislodged with the treadleoperated brush, see below.

Even more bottles could be washed at one time by this giant
‘dunking machine’. Nearly 200 bottles could be slotted into the

rotating rack, and repeatedly dunked in warm water by turning a handle on the side.
Imagine the noise as they sposhed into the water and clattered around in the rack !

Activity:
Look again at the ‘dunking machine’. You will notice that the rotating rack is not vertical, but leans back.
In fact, the whole machine is built leaning! This is to allow the air in the bottles to escape when they are
dunked under water. If they were dunked horizontally the air would be trapped and the water couldn’t get
in.
Try this with an empty plastic drinks-bottle. Push it under water with the neck tipped slightly down and you
will find the water has difficulty entering because the air is trapped inside.
Now put a little water into the bottle and place a disc of cardboard over the top. Hold the disc in place with
your finger, turn the bottle over and give it a gentle squeeze to expel a
little water. You should now find that you can take your finger off the
disc, and it will stay in place. Why?

Answer: When you squeezed out a little water you collapsed the bottle
reducing the air pressure inside. The pressure of the atmosphere now
pushes the cardboard disc upwards against the bottle, preventing water
from leaking out.
The concept of using atmospheric pressure was employed in the world’s
first steam engine developed by Dartmouth inventor Thomas
Newcomen. Research ‘Newcomen Atmospheric Engine’ on Google.

